We’ve evolved!

Inspired by nature created by Perspex

®

The unique Coral effect

Evolutionary design

Perspex® Coral is the latest exciting evolution from the
dynamic Perspex® portfolio.

What makes Perspex® Coral so special is the remarkable
and inspiring new effect, combined with the excellent
performance properties that are inherent in the Perspex®
range.

Inspired by nature, Perspex® Coral echoes the
dramatic textures and effects growing in tropical
coral reefs.
Created by Perspex , Coral has a deep, rich, textural
3D effect, giving it a subtle, intriguing appearance.
®

When illuminated, the unique effect displays a
shimmering iridescence.
Change your perspective and it appears to dance and
ripple across the surface.
Put all this together and you have Perspex® Coral an innovative, dramatic and unique product - a true
evolution in the world of acrylic.

It’s a unique material with a unique appearance, where
different colours can create entirely different moods.
- Deep and intense colours give a rich luxurious feel.
- Light and delicate shades create a shimmering
ethereal quality.
- Bright and vibrant colours suggest a youthful energy.
All with a distinctive metallic lustre that adds a modern
twist to a natural look.
The beauty of Coral is that you can create an exclusive
style that is entirely your own.

Tailored solutions
Perspex® Coral is the ultimate expression in customised solutions.
As Perspex® Coral colours are made to match our customers’
personal specifications, our colour specialists can create individual
bespoke colours.
Whether it’s completely new shades to inspire, or colours that
complement existing requirements, we can make your vision a
reality.
Combine the unique Perspex® Coral effect with beautifully crafted
colours and you have a high performance material that is perfect
for a multitude of applications.

Extraordinary style
With Perspex® Coral you can:
- Add an exclusive look to retail interiors.
- Give style and substance to architectural installations.
- Create colour and individuality in statement furniture pieces…
It is the perfect material to inspire designers and architects to create
something that is individual, special and truly unique.

Coral is the latest in a long line of exciting innovations from Perspex®.
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We have taken our inspiration from nature to create a product that not only
looks extraordinary but also performs to the high standards you expect
from Perspex®.
Let the creative opportunities offered by Coral inspire you…
Perspex® Coral
Inspired by nature – created by Perspex®
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